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NAVIGATING THE DIGITAL CONNECT IN THE ERA OF MODERN SPORTS

“Sport is a preserver of health” - Hippocrates
Dear students,
The corridors that boomed with your laughter, the classrooms where magic was always a chalk and a
blackboard away and the playgrounds where temporary squabbles turned into permanent friendships
- they’re all silent- yearning for the good times and waiting to welcome you back to school.
But fear not, every crisis presents an opportunity to reinvent ourselves, learn, cultivate compassion and
increase resilience while building a safer and more caring community.”
Digital technology is unlocking unprecedented opportunities for growth in all spheres of life, so how
can the world of sports take a backseat in the lockdown scenario, the digital world is offering the
potential to draw sports enthusiasts closer through innovative and customized experiences.
We take pride in the fact that the school has constantly strived to share strategies to keep the young
minds busy and ensure that there is continuous exploration and learning happening, even if it means
through the virtual world. Continuing with our practice of training the ever curious minds, the school
plans to bring healthy living, sports and games to your homes through our digital connect initiative
‘THE GOAL ’
THE GOAL intends to keep all the sports enthusiasts active and engaged by sharing links of sporting
extravaganzas, popular matches, sports and recreation, chats and speeches of sports stars, online
webinars and much more through the group ‘THE GOAL‘ hosted on the Microsoft Kaizala app.
To be a part of ‘THE GOAL ‘parents / students will install the app Microsoft Kaizala on a mobile device.
 Microsoft Kaizala is supported on Android phones as well as windows phones. It is also compatible
with iOS phones running iOS 9.0 or higher version.
 Verify your phone number. A Microsoft Kaizala account can only be verified using one phone number,
on one device.
 Login using the subscriber link https://join.kaiza.la/g/0AbawyIoTTmux_kIGYOrUw to become a part
of the group.
Enjoy the best of sports news !!!!
Pleases note that the information being shared is to be used for the development of our students only
kindly do not share the links with outsiders.
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